Set NoLibs the Asian-Fusion Sports Bar
Sydney Badman

Nestled in Northern Liberties is an outstanding Asian-fusion sports bar. Set NoLibs opened amidst the pandemic and is flourishing nevertheless. Immediately you are captivated by the graffiti and Philly-inspired decor. The aesthetics and personality directly reflect the charm of Philadelphia. Their twist on Philly favorites and Asian classics has you planning your next visit before you even pay the bill.

They offer comfy indoor and outdoor dining, with the outdoor dining complete with a fire centerpiece. No matter where you end up, the ambiance is uplifting. Hearing the laughter and chatter of their patrons tells a story within itself; you cannot find an unhappy soul within Set NoLibs’ walls. Even despite their popularity, making reservations is a simple process with OpenTable.

Between their brunch skillets and customized orders of tacos and sliders, there is something to feed every appetite. The Vietnamese and Korean influences shine bright through their creative dishes. On my most recent visit, I got an order of three sliders which I got to pick-and-choose. You cannot go wrong with the Banh Mi, Soy Glazed Pork Belly, and Sesame Chicken sliders! It is certainly worth getting the side of fries as well. Their “Sets” on the menu give you the perfect opportunity to get a little taste of everything.

In addition to fantastic food, they offer a wide selection of cocktails. Set NoLibs claim to fame are the Margarita and Mimosa towers! This spot is perfect for brunch with friends, appetizers before a big game, or drinks with coworkers after a long day. The versatility and desirability of Set NoLibs makes it the newest must see spot in Philly. You must be on the lookout for their participation in Northern Liberties Restaurant Week!

Check out other Global Philadelphia Association’s Global Foods articles